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‘The Nations were enraged, and Your Wrath has come. The Time has come to Judge the Dead
and to reward Your Servants the Prophets, as well as the Saints and those who fear Your
Name, both Small and Great— and to Destroy those who Destroy the Earth’. -Revelation 11:18

The purpose of this Report is to provide a Transcript of the speech, Charles, Prince of
Whales gave at the ‘Climate Action’ COP26 Climate Summit. This occurred in Glasgow,
Scotland on November 1, 2021, which was the Day of the Dead. The Transcript will be
emphasizing certain key words or phrases. Numbers less than 10 will be numbered for
effect. In reviewing and analyzing the Speech, it is the same rhetoric coming from a
Globalist that seeks to push the World into a Global Government framework.
The Prince called for the usual Global Governance, that to such, is the only way to
‘Save Mother Earth’. And save it from whom? People. To those that at his level, the
‘Problem’ they see is just too many People. And that People are exhausting ‘their’
Natural Resources. They do not believe ordinary person have the liberty to be ‘Free and
Sovereign’ on Earth. That Earth was created to be ‘Filled of People and Multiply’. This is
the direct Edict coming from YHVH who created the Planet, Sun, Moon and the Stars.
To the Globalists, no such recognition is given nor granted and whose sole effort is to
counter the Divine Directive. Thus, the Solution to the People Problem? Reduction. Now
they spin the rhetoric of having to ‘reduce’ the Carbon ‘Foot Print’ and Emissions, but
that is ‘code’ for reducing or really, illuminating People. People are made-up of nearly
70% Carbon. They also forget the elementary classroom lessons of Biology in that
People breathe-out Carbon but Mother Nature, breathes-in Carbon.
Now, one is an advocate of being a Good Steward of YHVH’s Creation and Planet. Did
one know that Jesus is actually also an ‘Environmentalist’? In fact, it states in the book
of Revelation that 1 reason why Jesus is returning to Earth to, ‘Destroy those who
Destroy the Earth’. Jesus is coming to also save Earth from such Globalists who are the
ones that are behind its real destruction.
What is different now from other prior germane rhetoric, is the urgency at which the
‘Transition’ is to now take place and is, alarmingly. It seems the decision has been
made now, on behalf of Humanity that these ‘Self-Appointed’ Despots believe and act
as though they have the Devine Mandate to decide for all of Humanity. The difference
now is that their Objectives, Plans and Agenda will take on a Military Style ‘Execution’.
Pun intended as that is what will be the outcome for Humanity, Executions.
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Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, the COVID-19 Pandemic has shown us just
how devastating a Global Cross Border threat can be. Climate Change and Biodiversity
loss are no different. In fact, they pose an even greater Existential Threat to the extent
that we have to put ourselves on what might be called a War Like Footing. Having
myself had the opportunity of consulting many of you over these past 18 [6-6-6] months,
I know you all carry a Heavy Burden on your shoulders and you do not need me to tell
you that the eyes and hopes of the World are upon you to act with all dispatch and
decisively because Time has quite literally run out.
The recent IPCC Report gave us a clear diagnosis of a scale of the problem. We know
what we must do. With a growing Global Population creating ever increasing demand
on the Planet’s Finite Resources, we have to reduce Emissions urgently and take
action to tackle the Carbon already in the Atmosphere, including from Coal Fired Power
Stations. Putting a value on Carbon, thus making Carbon capture solutions more
economical, is therefore absolutely critical. Similarly, after Billions of Years of Evolution,
Nature is our best Teacher. In this regard, restoring Natural Capital, accelerating
Nature Based Solutions, and leveraging the Circular Bio-Economy will be vital to our
efforts. As we tackle this Crisis, our efforts cannot be a series of Independent Initiatives
running in parallel.
The scale and scope of the Threat we face call for a Global Systems Level solution
based on radically transforming our current Fossil Fuel Based Economy to one that is
genuinely Renewable and Sustainable. So, Ladies and Gentleman, my plea today is for
countries to come together to create the Environment that enables every Sector of
Industry to take the action required. We know this will take Trillions, not Billions of
Dollars. We also know that countries, many of whom are burdened by growing levels of
Debt, simply cannot afford to go Green. Here we need a vast Military Style Campaign
to marsh the strength of the Global Private Sector, with Trillions at ‘his’ disposal, far
beyond Global GDP. And with the greatest respect, beyond even the Governments of
the World’s Leaders. It offers the only real prospect of achieving Fundamental
Economic Transition. So, how do we do it?
First, how do we get the Private Sector all pulling in the same direction? After nearly 2
years now of consultation, CEOs have told me that we need to bring together Global
Industries to map-out in very Practical Terms what it will take to make the transition. We
know from the Pandemic that the Private Sector can speed-up timelines
dramatically when everyone agrees on the urgency and the direction. So each Sector
needs a clear Strategy to speed-up the process of getting Innovations to Market.
Second, who pays and how? We need to align Private Investment behind these
Industry Strategies to help finance the Transition Efforts, which means building the
confidence of Investors so that the Financial Risk is reduced. Crucially, Investment is
needed to help Transition from Coal to Clean Energy. If we can develop a Pipeline of
many more Sustainable and Bankable Projects at a sufficient scale, it will attract
Greater Investment.
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Third, which Switches do we flick to enable these Objectives? More than 300 of the
World’s Leading CEOs and Institutional Investors have told me that alongside the
Promises countries have made, their nationally determined contributions, they need
clear Market Signals, agree Globally so that they have the confidence to invest without
the Goal Posts suddenly moving. This is the framework I have offered in the Terra Carta
Roadmap, created by my Sustainable Markets Initiative, with nearly 100 specific Actions
for Acceleration. Together, we are working to drive Trillions of Dollars in support of
Transition across 10 of the most Emitting and Polluting Industries. They include
-Energy,
-Agriculture,
-Transportation,
-Health Systems, and
-Fashion.
The reality of today’s Global Supply Chains means that Industry Transition will affect
every country and every Producer in the World. There is absolutely no doubt in my mind
that the Private Sector is ready to play its part and to work with Governments to find a
way forward.
Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, many of your countries I know are already
feeling the devastating impact of Climate Change through ever increasing Droughts,
Mudslides, Floods, Hurricanes, Cyclones, and Wildfires, as we’ve just seen on that
terrifying film.
Any Leader who has had to confront such Life-Threatening Challenges knows that the
Cost of Inaction is far greater than the Cost of Prevention. So, I could only urge you as
the World’s Decision Makers to find Practical Ways of overcoming Differences so we
can all get down to work together to Rescue this Precious Planet and save the
Threatened Future of our Young People.
Thank you.
_______________________
What this speech by the Prince of Wales confirmed is that he, …they are in ‘Lock-Step’
with the Schedule, Plan and Objections of the 4th Industrial Revolution. It is a blueprint
for how the New World Order will be implemented. And their COVID Biological Agents
have provided now the ‘Beach-Head’ to implement their Agenda 2030 Protocols. And
what are those? Forced Population Reduction.
Mind you, these same People that own all the Wealth in the World, command Trillions
have and horde the Technological Advancements and Engineering that would virtually
eliminate all War, Famine, Diseases, Hunger, Energy, etc. With all the effort and energy
they put in their Great Work to subjugate the Masses of Humanity, they could be
sharing and implementing the Free Energy that they have at their disposal.
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Yet, they fund and propagate World Wars, Famines, Pestilence, etc. Such Men and
Women at these levels feed of the Demonic Energies. It is ‘him’ with Trillions at his
disposal beyond Nation’s GDP (Gross Domestic Product) that have bestowed upon
them only Temporal Power to rule the World. It is only under the auspices of their
Coming Savior, not Jesus Christ, but their False Christ that they are implementing this
People Carbon ‘Reduction’. What it really means is a need to forcibly ‘Reduce’ People.
This is the other amazing difference in the rhetoric disclosed now in that for the first time
in public, the direct reference to ‘him’ has been made. The Prince has thus become a
sort of ‘John the Baptist’ that has and is ‘preparing the way for their Lord and Savoir’.
But, on the contrary, it is such Globalists that instead of helping Humanity excel and
advance, it is only the select few that do. All other Peoples are to be subject to their
poisoning and ‘Soft Kill’ through their Chem Trails, Bio-Engineering, Genetically
Modified Food GMOs, Pharmaceutical, and now their Mandated mRNA Injections, etc.
The Prince spoke of a ‘Transition’ that is not coming or desired but is in-play, presently
thanks to COVID. And this is now, thanks due to the nexus of Governments fusing with
Corporations, how the ‘Reductions’ are to bring this forced ‘Transition’ to light.
The other theme that was different is how there is a present ‘Acceleration’ going on or
needed as this COVID Farce can only be sustained for so long. And those People that
refuse to enter or participate in their new ‘Transition’ and Reduction Agenda? See every
prior Human Stage of Forced Transitions. Quarantines, Isolation, Marginalization,
Discrimination, Papers Please, Interments, Executions and Mass Death. Realize that at
such levels, their Scientific Technocracies are based on pure Humanistic Darwinian
Evolutionary Laws of Nature.
In other words, Science has nor Morals, no Judgment of what is Right or Wrong but the
Means to an End. Thus, to murder Billions of People is not a ‘Moral Issue’ nor dilemma
for them to do so, as they have done it, repeatedly in past Genocides, for example.
They engage in hypocritical Double Speak by offering ‘Recovery Plans’ but they have in
fact defined what they will be controlling Humanity with. It is such People of the Prince
that shall come that are the real ones that are the Life-Threating ones for Humanity.
They are the Challenge, and who elected them the ‘World Decision Makers?’ It is they
that are threatening the Future and that of Young People. But instead of saving
Humanity’s Lost Soul, they seek to ‘Worship the Creation’ rather than the Creator,
Jesus Christ. The message that the Prince conveyed is true though. ‘Time is running
out… for them’.
____________________
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Terra Carta Sustainability Market Plan
https://www.sustainable-markets.org/terra-carta/
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